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Fact Sheet – 3rd Collaborative Resilience (CoRe) Concept Workshop

Background: Allied Command Transformation (ACT) has taken forward several proposals from the Interdependency in Resilience Conference paper including the development of the Collaborative Resilience Concept. This concept is included as part of the 2018-19 Commander Objectives for ACT. This concept focusses on the enablement and sustainment of military activity, with the aim to help to enhance Alliance Resilience, strengthening support to NATO Headquarters, the European Union, and the Nations.

Event Overview: Hosted by the Italian Defence General Staff, the third CoRe workshop takes place May 06 -10 in Rome, Italy. All attendees will contribute to the CoRe concept draft. Attendees will also attend a national demonstration of dual-use capabilities organized by the Italian Ministry of Defence in Pratica di Mare AFB near Rome. This event aims to develop the CoRe draft concept for leadership approval (due by June 2019), consolidate the CoRe community of interest, and recommend a way ahead.

Attendees: Attendees from NATO Headquarters, NCS, NFS, and National Strategic joint organisations are encouraged to attend along with subject matter experts from public, military, and private sectors. Attendees should have specific subject matter expertise in one or more of the following: CIMIC, HADR, hybrid warfare, critical infrastructure assessment and protection, military engineering, EETE, medical, emergency & contingency planning, logistics, capability development, defence, and civil planning. This specified experience for this workshop is critical as to the development of the CoRe concept.

Date: 06 -10 May 2019 in Rome, Italy

Registration If you are interested in attending, please send your request to enrico.cimaglia@act.nato.int

Points of Contact: NATO ACT, Lt Col Enrico Cimaglia, enrico.cimaglia@act.nato.int, +1.757.747.3799; NATO ACT, Mr Michael Ward, michael.ward@act.nato.int, +1.757.747.3799; ITA MOD, OF-4 Salvatore Orlando, terzo.cid.opinfos04@smd.difesa.it, +396390646914463,

PR Contact: Allied Command Transformation Public Affairs Office (ACT PAO)
Address: 7857 Blandy Road, Suite 100 Norfolk, VA 23551-2490
Email: pao@act.nato.int
Telephone: +1 (757) 747-3600
Fax: +1 (757) 747-3234
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